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From a manuscript to a 
published book

AUTHOR / AGENT / COMMISSIONING EDITOR 

Concept > Planning > First draft > Development > Final draft


EDITORIAL / PRODUCTION 

Copy-editing > Typesetting > Proofreading > Publication


From: The Publishing Workflow, SfEP (www.sfep.org.uk/assets/files/general/
publishing-workflow.png) 
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Levels of edit
1. Structural / developmental edit


2. Copy-editing, line editing


3. Proofreading 
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Manuscript development
• Working on an early draft


• Taking an overall view of the book/text


• Looking at chapter length, book structure, storyline, 
characters


• Fact-checking (dates, places, historical detail)


• Chapters can be moved around, cut or expanded, story 
can be tightened or developed, characters added or 
removed, title can be reworked
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Copy-editing
• Making sure copy adheres to the publisher’s style guide and 

is grammatically correct, stylistically sound, consistent 
and fit for purpose


• A copy-editor checks for errors and omissions (including 
references) and prepares the text for typesetting (including 
formatting)


• A copy-editor usually works with a project manager or directly 
with the author and marks up anything of concern for their 
attention (‘author queries’) 


• Works on screen (Word) or, rarely nowadays, on paper
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Marked up page: example
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What authors can expect 
when working with an editor
• Before you commit to working together, ask for a sample edit; some editors will do it for free, some will 

charge a small fee


• Usually two/three rounds of edits, editorial queries, a bit of back and forth


• Editors work on Word files (not PDFs) with track changes


• Email or phone communication (phone great for hashing out ideas, email better for record-keeping); 
meet if you can


• Some editors will ask for an advance payment; 50% of the agreed fee is standard


• Rates: see the SfEP’s recommended hourly rates, which UK copy-editors, proofreaders and 
developmental editors use to price their services. If you have a fixed budget, let your editor know


• Prices are notoriously difficult to find and compare. They vary from editor to editor and depend on 
each person’s pricing structure (per project, 1,000 words or per hour) as well as on text length, 
complexity, level of edit and timelines. Most editors base their quote on a sample and a few publish 
what they charge on their websites. See examples: https://www.jojohnstonfreelance.co.uk/rates,  
https://www.hackneyfictiondoctor.co.uk/services 
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How to prepare your 
manuscript for an editor

• Do you have a publisher in mind or plan self-publishing? Which publisher/
platform? They’ll have their own style requirements – pass that on to your editor


• Let your editor know if you’ve used unconventional spelling, if anything isn’t 
consistent for a good reason and any writing decisions you’d like to stick to


• Make a decision (spelling, styling, naming) and stick with it. You can discuss any 
changes with your editor later


• Accept track changes but don’t worry about fancy formatting – basic styling will 
do


• Finish any revisions and plan to take some time away from the text


• Agree a working plan: section by section/chapter by chapter or whole book?; 
consider delivery dates, holidays
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Copy-editor’s resources
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Copy-editor’s resources
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Proofreading
• Checking a typeset proof (PDF, hard copy – galley 

proofs) for typos and errors, both in text and in layout 
(position of images, figures, tables)


• Works on hard copy or PDF using standardised mark-up 
(BSI marks, PDF commenting tools)


• Works with publisher’s project manager and typesetter; 
self-publishing: directly with the author 


• Final quality checks before publication
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Where to find an editor?
• SfEP Directory of Editorial Services (Society for Editors and Proofreaders; www.sfep.org.uk/

directory) – only Professional and Advanced Professional Members get a listing


• aces Editors for Hire (American Copy Editors Society; https://aceseditors.org/resources/for-hire) 
Editors Canada (https://www.editors.ca/ode/search)  
Australian Institute of Professional Editors (http://iped-editors.org/Find_an_editor.aspx)


• Alli Directory (Alliance of Independent Authors; www.allianceindependentauthors.org/services-
directory) 


• Find a Proofreader (https://findaproofreader.com)


• Google, Facebook groups, Twitter


• Personal recommendations (from colleagues/other authors, your agent/publisher, the magazine 
you’re submitting your work to)


• I wrote a blog post with tips on how to find a good editor: 
https://kkeditor.net/how-to-find-an-editor/ and another on the qualities of a good editor:  
https://kkeditor.net/what-makes-a-good-copy-editor/
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Recommended reading
• Resources for writers: Louise Harnby, editor  

(https://www.louiseharnbyproofreader.com/indie-authors.html)


• Working with a developmental editor: Alan Rinzler (https://alanrinzler.com/blog/)


FINDING AN AGENT 


• Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook (https://www.writersandartists.co.uk/listings)


• Twitter: #mswl (manuscript wishlist) to find agents who are seeking particular 
types of script; #pitmad for pitching agents


• Jericho Writers (https://jerichowriters.com/agentmatch/)


• How to get a literary agent: Rachel Rowlands, editor and writer  
(http://www.racheljrowlands.com/2019/06/21/how-to-get-a-literary-agent-
research-and-querying/)
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Thank you!
•

Do you have any comments or questions?  
Email me at kk.editor@ftml.net  
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